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News
Briefs
Money Crisis
BRUSSELS - An international
monetary crisis, involving the
flooding of Europe with U.S.dollars, is threatening to destroy
the beginnings of West European
unity. The crisis began when dollars began pouring into Europe
because of high interest rates and
the expectation that West Germany would revalue the mark up
again. The Common Market has
gone into an emergency meeting
to try and solve the near panic,
but it is being split by a disagreement between France and West
Germany over which policy
should be followed. West Germany has proposed'' floating currency" which means each country finds its own level according
to the supply and demand. France
feels such a move is not plausible. Since each country determines its own policy, it is expected that if West Germany
goes to floating currency, the
Netherlands will follow.
Launch Failure
CAPE KENNEDY -The United
States launched the Mariner 8
spaceship Saturday night for an
intended flight to Mars to take
pictures. The satellite was to be
followed by launching Mariner 9
on May 18 and the data gathered
was to help determine if primitive life could exist on the planet.
Soon after the take-off however,
the rocket spiral ed out of control
and failed to direct the ship toward its target. The launch was
declared a complete failure, but
no cause has been found as yet.
At the same time, the Soviet
Union managed to put a string of
satellites around the world with
one shot.
Annexation Denied
RICHMOND - The Department
of Justice decided Friday that
Richmond's 1970 annexation of
part of Chesterfield County violated the U. S. Voting Rights Act
of 1965 and is therefore unlawful.
The law provides that no political
subdivision under its jurisdiction
may change its voting laws or
election practices from those in
effect as of November 1, 1964
without government approval.
The law only applies to certain
Southern states, Virginia included. Richmond intends to appeal
the decision to a three-judge
federal district court in the District of Columbia.
Brezhnev To France
MOSCOW - Leonid Brezhnev,
the Soviet party leader, has announced that he will lead a Soviet
delegation going to Paris liter
this year. Brezhnev has not visited a non-Communist country
since he took control of the party
in 1964. The visit is to return the
visit last fall of President
Georges Pompidou and will take
place in October or November.
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Board Approves Alcohol Proposal
By VICKI BOWLING
here considering the legality of handle.
The Board of Visitors of Long- the issue.
Guests of students or the Colwood College accepted the prolege,
such as female week end
Specific Regulations
posal of alcohol on campus at its
guests, must follow College regIn freshmen rooms, only 3.2 ulations. Violators will be subject
quarterly meeting here on Fribeer will be permitted. Legisla- to penalization.
day, May 7.
The Board also reviewed other tive Board feels that the chances
Sale Of Beer
College policies relating to stu- of a freshman rooming with an
Beer will be sold at the Club
upperclassman are slight.
dent life.
During Open House, individual House at Longwood Estate. It is
Regulations concerning alcoholic beverages which had been rooms are considered public to be consumed only on the premagreed upon by the Executive places, therefore, alcoholic bev- ises. Only beer purchased at the
Cabinet of the Student Govern- erages may not be consumed Club House may be consumed.
ment Association and the admin- there by either students or their Dr. Willett explained that this
will aid in handling the situation
istration were submitted to the guests.
This regulation is not uncom- there. Control can be exerted as
Board and approved.
mon, as Mary Washington uses it. far as age is concerned, and beer
Official Statement
It guards against a situation that can be kept off the golf course,
a
student might not be able to which is considered a public
The official statement from the
Board was, "While wishing to
make perfectly clear that the
Board of Visitors does not endorse the use of alcoholic beverages, the Board accepts the
recommendation from the Legislative Board of Student Government which would permit some
utilization of alcohol on campus
strictly in compliance with the
laws of Virginia."
Individual residence rooms in
the dorms will be the only places
on campus where alcoholic beverages may be consumed or
stored. This is because only individual rooms are considered
private. Halls, parlors, recreation rooms, kitchens, and sorority rooms are considered public
places. Storage will be allowed
in dorm kitchens.
According to Dr. Willett, this
ruling of private and public
places is from the State Attorney General, and holds true for
other colleges in Virginia as well
as Longwood. The alcohol committee, headed by Kathy Barclay,
Debbie Hyatt and Dragon Chandler proudly receive the excelhas seen the Attorney General in
lent
service awards presented to them by the Board of Visitors.
Richmond, and he inturn has been
DAI'
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First student teaching block for K-3 students begins
Opening dale
Treahmen and transfer students arrivs
1- irst student teething block begins
Ac adermi advising for freshmen and transfer students
Registration for freshmen and transfer students
' * begin at II a. nv
Last day for schedule changes.
Last day CM whuh .lasses may be dropped without
auiomalu
t

November S
November 8
November U
November 15Det ember 2
November 16
November 24
Ncvember 29
December 2
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Tuesday
Wednesday
Monday
Thursday

December 17
Ja.iuary 3
January 14
January 17
January lb

r nday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Wednesday

Friday
Monday
Friday
Monday

Monday
M ri'Uv
Tuesday
Tuesday

March 18
M*rth 24

Saturday
Friday

April i

Monday

April SAunl 2^

Wednesday

■

May 19
May 11
June *
June 12
August I ft

Tuesday
Friday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Friday

Mali,

Hlui t l lasses begin.
- due.
Advising (or second semester pre-registration (all students
ttion.
Thanksgiving Holiday begins at 12 noon.
Classes resume at 8 00 a.m.
k mtratior. for second semester (all students!
classes
Christmas Holiday bt-gini «t 12 noon
Classes resume at 8 00 a. m.
t irii ■«in«at< r !..*. , .
Fxaminations begin
nations end

No

tiing block begins
Classes begin at 8 00 am,
Last 'l.t
lei hanges
Lagtf day on whuh classes may be dropped without
automat i.
r ounders Day
lludsjsjl ir*ihmg block ends
Mid semester
nutsjf due.
•gins at 12 noon
'lasses resume at I 0« p.m.
'■in begin
Advising (or first semester pre-registration (all students)
. .stration (or 1972-71 session, first semester
< lasses
Second semester i lassei end
KwmlHltlfH begin
IS'I
I -ins

• r Session -nda

Violations
Intoxication will be defined as
"behavior which la offensive,
disruptive, destructive, or Which
renders a student unable in sip
in and fat to hsr room without
as.si.stam>
Depending mi its severity, Re Idence Board, Judicial board, or
the administration will deal with
violations.

Residence board will handle
Infraction which occur In the
dorms. These Include exo Ive
noise or other activity which infringes upon another's i IgM ;asi
result of consumpt loo ol all ohol*
ic beverages. Penalties will be
campus or social probation, with
repeated violators referred to
Judical Board.
Any student lound violating the
state law v. ill be dealt with by
ju(ii< i.ii Board. Tins Inclso)
aiding and abetting those under
legal arc Penalties till he rampus, social probations, u .pension, expulsion, or prosecution
by enforcement officials.
Dr. Willed said, ' I don't think
there will 1M nitty violations. I
(Continued on Page 8)

To Benefit More Students

let cuhd Iwntttti i
Jaauary 11
January tl
February 8
March 14

The staff at the Club House
reserves the right to ask for
identification. Violators will be
asked to leave the premises.
These regulations have been
set up in compliance with Virginia law.
Virginia law states that liquor,
wine, and beer are prohibited for
those under theage of 21, although
3.2 beer is allowed for age 18.
Alcoholic beverages may not be
consumed in unlicensed public
places. Any alcoholic beverage
being transported, or that is in
one's possession, in public must
be concealed from view.

Changes In A endemic Calendar

f ir«t Scmeiler
August 30
September
September
September
September

place.

No

Hy KATHY ROBERTSON
The 1971-72 academic calendar includes several innovations
that should benefit all Longwood
students.
Classes will begin on Friday,
September 17. All Monday, Wednesday, Friday classes as well
as Tuesday, Thursday classes
will meet on Friday for one-half
period each. This is to allow the
new students time to find their
classes and give all students a
chance to get the list of bonk,
needed for their classes so that
books may be obtained in time for
the first full class periods the
following week.
Students will also have a period of six weeks to drop a course
without receiving an F. This new
policy replaces the two-week
drop period.
Preregistration for the Spring
Semester for all students *ill
take place on December 2. This
will allow students more time to
decide which courses they need
to take or to repeat.
Next year, the Spring and East-

er Vacations will coincide.
Classes after IBB vacation will
resume at 1 p.m. on Monday,
April 3. This will be of special
benefit to stUdSSf BBS must
travel long distances.

Summer
Registration
Students who wish to attend
summer school arc- reminded that
registration must bedom- throsgl
the mail as noa II poisfBM,
Classes are rapidly filling up on
a first-come-fir t-n v <| i,,
Summer catalogues are available in the Dean's office. There
is a registration form in the catalogue th.it .hould U complete
and sent to the Registrar's office as soon as possible.
Freshmen must have * 1.8
'iimulative average by the end
of tins semester anduppw l.i men must have a 2.0. Any studSttl with * lover Bvsrsss is required to attend summer vhool.
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THE ROTUNDA

A Commentary

Longwood: A Positive \iew
By ETHEL REITER
"If Miss Reiter finds Longwood so insufferable, why does
she bother to remain in its atmosphere?"
Letter to the Editor May 3,1971
Jo D. Smith Class of 1960
I do not believe that it is common practice to use the editorial
page of a college newspaper to
publicly state one's reasons for
attending an institution. However,
since Mrs. Smith has raised the
question publicly I feel that I
owe her an explanation.
I would begin by saying that
Mrs. Smith obviously read more
into my commentary than I said.
I stated that in the area of racial
issues I found Longwood's attitude to be quite conservative and,
therefore, insufferable. It is quite
evident that this does not include
every area of Longwood College.
There are many reasons to remain in Longwood's atmosphere.

In A Nut Shell
This is the last ROTUNDA for this school
year In looking back over the entire year it
should be realized that many Changes have taken
place on the Longwood campus. A quick look at
Longwood in review shows that:
The Alcohol question is now resolved, and we
will have alcohol on campus at the beginning of
next year It remains to be seen, however, how mature the students will be in obeying the points which
were passed by the Board of Visitors.
We were given this year three hours of visitation in the dorms on Sunday Granted, this is nowhere near open housing, but perhaps in the coming years the strict policy will be liberalized, or
at least modified In the meantime we do have 2-5
OD Sunday.
Our Judicial system is slowly being revised.
Residence Board is also profiting from the close
scrutiny being given to Judicial Board. Both boards
are being remodeled so that students can be both
safe and sure that proper judicial procedure is
being carried out.
For the first time m many years we have had
this year a functioning Student Union. It is true
that all the activities were not well attended, nor
were the) well received, but an attempt was made
to provide the students with activities that might
interest tliem
All the changes tins year are too numerous to
mention in spite of all the complaining that has been
done about an apathetic student body, an apathetic

facultj and an administration that loved tradition
too much to change, much seems to have been done.
Those of us who are quick to complain about the
archaic traditions here .it Longwood should reflect for a moment on the Longwood of only four
jears ago
It is evident then, thai everyone is willing to
change and modify to a certain extent Longwood
is beginning • i change with the times, and this
year's Changes, revisions and improvements should
prove i" students thai not only is change possible
but it is welcomed'

\
.i parting thought, the ROTUNDA staff
would like to wish the student body good luck on
exams, and a very happv summer vacation.
THE MOANING LISE

"2TF4I1
EDITOR
Lite Worthington

PHOTOGRAPHY

CO MANAGING
Mary Frances Baldwin
Ethel Reiter
BUSINESS
Patricia Livcrman
FEATURE
Linda Vonhorn
LAY OUT

SPORTS
Mary Frances Baldwin

„

Lynne Pierce
Sheilah Martin

Joon Feathers

CIRCULATION
Ellen Dunn
ADVERTISING
Linda Lee Jones

ART
Mary Ann Bentley

As President Willett always says,
"in comparison to other state
institutions the tuition at Longwood is quite low." Despite this
comparatively low financial burden, Longwood has an excellent
Financial Aid Department. It appears to me that the people in
this department are extremely
understanding and willing to help
as much as possible. The college
offers numerous loans, scholarships, and part-time jobs.
In the area of academics I
have very few complaints. Although there seems to be too
much emphasis on the education
major, there is still enough of
the liberal arts spirit to create
a well rounded program and room
for personal tastes. I also feel
that the school is interested in
hiring the best teachers available.
Another reason is that there
is much hope for Longwood. I
hate to use that classical line,

but "Longwood has progressed
tremendously since I first arrived." Although I do not feel
that this is a valid argument
every time new issues arise,
it is a remarkably true statement. When I look back to the
freshmen days of preposterous
rules (must always wearadress,
lights out after midnight, 12:30
curfew, pink slips, and so forth)
I am honestly amazed to see how
far we have come. I also look
at the new students coming to
Longwood each year and am
gratified to see how much more
realistic and aware they are.
I would like to conclude my
last commentary for this year
by saying that I have never intended to editorially attack any
individuals at Longwood. However, Mrs. Smith, it is my right
and privilege as well as your
Silent Majority to question, criticize, or denounce any policy of
this institution. That is why the
editorial page exists.

Xtttto hti* <&br
which runs "The saddest story
of them all is What-Might-HaveBeen." But perhaps it will fall
out, somehow, that What-MightHave-Been might actually be,
To the Editor:
It appears to me our college even if somewhere else. I know,
newspaper, THE ROTUNDA, lias in any case, that my friends will
become a tool which certain be with me to share U.
Yours faithfully,
students use to publicly critiBill Stukey
cize, denounce, and degrade the
establishment, my alma mater. I
make particular reference to the
Chi: Enigmatic
completely negative attitude expressed in the editorials themOrganization?
selves and many of the 'letters
Dear Editor:
to the editor.'
Since serving a term as an
Is there nothing "good" left
at Longwood to comment about on alumna director several years
the editorial page? I would cer- ago, I have been graciously sent
tainly like to read the opinions THE ROTUNDA, which I have
of what I believe is the "silent usually read with interest. From
time to time, articles or letters
majority" at the college.
Maybe the students feel that appear concerning that enigmatic
someone else should speak, but organization (?) known as Chi, and
if we continue to pass the buck I have often started to write my
no one will condone the actions reflections on it. As a freshman
of the minority. I have sat back at the college in the fall of 1939,
all year with my tongue in cheek I shared the feeling well exand regret not having spoken my pressed in the April 28 letter by
Miss Morrison. 1, however, by
piece sooner.
In closing I would like to re- accident — not a stakeout, Darcy
fer to the article "Longwood's - had the experience one night to
Attitude Insufferable" by Ethel be on our dormitory hall, when
Reiter (April 28, 1971). If If if • suddenly I realized that the white
Reiter fllld> Longwood so in- robed figures were walking! Since
sufferable why does she bother that time, I have often thought
of what a terrifying feeling it
to remain In Its atmosphere.
JoD. Smith, Ciasb of I960 must have been for some poor,
Current graduate student innocent freshman to be awakened to see those ghostly faces
staring down at her. I had heard,
What-Might-Havetoo, the rumors of other things
Been
done by Chi — in the name of
My Dear Friends,
retribution, no doubt — such as
I wish to thank each and every actually painting a girl's hair
one of you for your concern in for a misdeed such as yes, nightthe matter of the nonrenewal of riding! Now that my own children
my contract.
are in college, I am truly amazed
Your questions, your state- that such an organization still
ments of confidence, and your continues to exisL True the
concern for my future liave been elusive sisterhood is to be commost rewarding. It is a tribute mended for beautifying the camthat I shall never forget.
pus with the tulips (I wonder if
To my students and the stu- that feat was accomplished by
dent body at large I thank you the dark of the moon and white
for your support and selfless robed . . .) Secret membership
generosity. To my fellow col- and white robes — shades of the
leagues, many thanks for your Klu Klux Man! Surely, college
comfort and advice. And, fin- students have deeper and more
ally, to the administration for real concerns today than being
taking the time and energy to fearful of stepping on a Chi
answer student questions in re- sign painted on the sidewalk. I
gard to my position at Longwood. can hardly believe that all of
I wish I could have stayed on this is for real! As for Chi of
at Longwood. Now, one cannot, 1972 who writes in her inspired
it seems, ignore the old proverb letter that Chi is really "a part

Alumna Misses
Silent Majority

of today with a vision of tomorrow" . . . touching, but just
whom is she kidding?
Eleanor Folk Canter
Class of 1943
* * *
TO THE 1971 GRADUATING
CLASS
LONGWOOD COLLEGE

The continued success of the
American Experiment depends
primarily on the qualities of
heart, mind and spirit of our
young people. As college graduates you have not only the training and idealism, but the opportunity and responsibility to build
through further study or through
your chosen careers the kind of
society which will make further
generations proud to identify with
your accomplishments.
I know tliat you will not fail to
become part of a positive response to the needs of America:
a response worthy of her resources and capacities, worthy
of the historic courage and the
wisdom and will of her people.
Your studies have given you the
tools to dedicate yourselves in
a very special way to helping
overcome some of the most difficult problems we face, and as
you become further involved in
these efforts, you will continue
to discover more examples of
the ways in which the complexities of modern life make it imperative for us to work together.
The destiny of our nation is
not divided into yours and ours.
We share it. There can be no
generation gap in America. We
must all keep an open mind
and forthright spirit, balance the
courage of our convictions with
the courage of our uncertainties,
triumph over bigotry and prejudice and recapture the unity of
purpose that lias always been
our strength.
Your fresh ideas and candid
approach can be a strong deterrent to division and a valuable
asset in building the alliance
of the generations we so urgently
need if we are to advance the
cause we share. As I congratulate you on this graduation day,
I do so in full confidence that
you will answer this need both
in your careers and in your
daily lives.
Richard Nixon
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One - Act Plays On Thursday
Feature Work By Mr. Young
The Longwood Players and this year. Next year White will
Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs will enter the North Carolina School
present two one-act plays Thurs- of the Arts at Winston-Salem.
day night at 8:30 in ttieJarman
Appearing in "The Play-goStudio Theatre.
ers" will be two Longwood Play- .',
The opening play, "The An- ers who had leading roles in
Niven, who recently had the
By SARAH FARRAR
unique experience of seeing him- archist," was written and will productions this year. Belinda
And how would you feel seeing self cast in simulated marble for be directed by Douglas M. Young Brugh was seen in "Good-bye
yourself there, eighteen feet high, THE STATUE, opening Friday, of the Speech and Dramatic Arts Charlie" and Joyce Saunders, in
weighing close to 700 pounds and May 14 (playing through the Department. It is a two-charac- "Look Back in Anger."
wearing nothing but a fairly im- 15th) at The State Theater, re- ter "comedy of menace" and
Also appearing in the show will
pressive-sized fig leaf? David ports he felt just fine - - if a bit stars Jongleurs John Chinn, who
be John Adams, Cookie Howell,
appeared
earlier
this
year
in
overwhelmed by it all.
Marlene McDaniels, Suzanne
Niven, 60, whose career spans "Exit the King," and Dave Clark, Curry and Julie Sherrod. 1. B.
who
had
the
leading
role
in
"
Look
an amazing four decades is busily
Dent, who teaches in the Geograat work in this eighty-third film Back in Anger."
phy Department and who appearThe
second
play
of
the
evening
playing a Nobel Prize winner, the
ed in "Good-bye Cliarlie," will
inventor of a universal language. is a domestic comedy by 19th also be featured.
"The Heart Is A
Century
English
playwright
Sir
His wife, played by Virni Lisi, is
Lonely Hunter"
Those planning to attend the
an equally famous sculptress and Arthur Pinero. It is titled "The
her commission by the President Play-goers." Directing this two shows are reminded of the
Tonight
In Bedford
to create a statue of her husband production is Brad White, a soph- limited seating capacity of the
for outside the American Em- omore at Hampden-Sydney who Studio Theatre and of the unSome of the strangest dialogue
bassy in London sets off a round appeared in both "Good-bye usually late starting time— 8:30 an actor ever had to learn fell
Charlie" and "Exit the King" - for the productions.
of complications.
to Alan Arkin while he was starNiven's comedy timing seems
ring in "The Heart Is a Lonely
as impeccable as ever. What is
Hunter," the Warner Bros.-Sevhis technique? "You can't play
en Arts film which will be shown
comedy unless a circus is going
on May 12 at 7:30 p.m. in Bedon inside you - - and I suppose I
ford. Admission is 25? per pertr\ to remember that." He lowers
son.
his voice to a confidential whisArkin is, of course, a master
per, 'Drama is much, much
of articulate dialogue, but he
aasier to play."
portrays a deaf-mute in the TechThis 18-foot nude statue of Mr.
nicolor adaptation of Carson McNiven is the central object - - of
Cullers' celebrated novel. So he
love, envy and jealousy - - in the
liad to learn the sign language
outrageous new comedy. Robert
of the deaf, becoming, in fact,
Vaughn also stars, playing an amletter perfect at his newly acbitious U. S. statesman, an amquired skill.
bassador who has the ear of the
To get the hang of the hand
President. Even the White House
signals Arkin read books and
becomes involved in the scramble
studied films on the subject. He
of protocol and propriety.
also took lessons in sign language
Nudity in statues is not new in
and lip-reading from a resident
the world of art or motion picof Selma, Alabama, where "The
tures, however, The Statue
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter" was
apparently has updated yet anothfilmed entirely on location.
er morality code ... for nude
I was not dismayed by the
sculpture. Filmed primarily in
*rt tliat I liave no speaking
Italy, the Josef-Shafte color prolines or I wouldn't have don.
duction was directed by Rod Amit," says Arkin. "I was interateau and produced by Anis Noh!■ i n .I ool) in the chat tcter,
ra, with Shafte as executive probut in the whole story. A good
duced. It is being distributed by
character without I good tory
Cenerama Releasing.
i n'l >ii u"ii," he add .
To this date, I have not seen the
In Ida role of the deaf-mute
film, but I suppose any "wild
Arkin bring i warmth ami friendcomedy about marriage, sex, and
ship into the lives of several
sculpture that is so clean it could
: le. Among mem, Mick KelWorks from the show that took two weeks to hang.
be previewed in the Vatican.. for
ly, a 11-year-old girl played by
adult audiences only" is not withSondra Locke, Miss Lock*, >
out interest?
21-year-old Tenne-, in in, i makiBg bar professional .o lin debut
dent. At the same time Linda .ii' i ■•.iiiiiiM" the role of Mick
By MARY ANN BENTLEY
Lee Jones will show her paint- in a national talent search.
%
SHOWTIMES:
After many headaches and ings from independent tody in
"The Heart la a Lonely HuntMon.-Fri.: 7 ami 9 P. M.
much confusion the Junior Art the first floor hallway with stu- er" was directed by Robert Bi8(t.-8u.: 2:10.7 * 9 I'. M.
Majors finally managed to or- dents of independent crafts and lls Miller, produced by Thomas
BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, MAY 12
ganize and hang a fine show of enamels.
' . Ryan and Marc Merson, from
. » »
their work completed at Longreenplay bj Ryan, The i*»igwood. Handsome e x a m p 1 e s of
In the second floor hallway n.mt drama i - tai Laurlnda
sculpture, ceramics, crafts,
in- ti' ii iron ha i' &
Barrett, Stacy Kaach, Jr., Chuck
enamal , painting, printing, ami "ttdngi" Iron art education McCaiin, mil ifcGutro, Pi
drawing and jewelry work illus- are on display.
Rodi Iguei and I Ii ely 11 on.
. . .
trate the students' involvement
Academy Award winner Jau
and achievement.
The summer exhibit pi
Wong Howe wa director of
The exhibit will remain until for Bedford Gallery vllliocludt photography.
May 24 at which time the Photog- a show by the State SuparviBOra
raphy das., will exhibit along of Art. Baylor Nichols, Slurlee
with Buffy Winifree and Nancy LOOOMI and I hark) Mynn will
Dunn, independent printmaking exhibit their drawing! and paintstudents, and Linda Korer, an ings trom June 15 to September
independent jewelry work stu- 30.

"The Statue"
Starting Friday May 14, At State Theater

Juniors Exhibit In Bedford

STATE

Carolyn Henderson Wins Major
Prize In Scholarship Competition

Vi

Reed & Barton Silversmiths fine china and crystal.
of Taunton, Massachusetts, have
Her pattern selections were as
just announced that Carolyn D. follows: Reedi Barton's"HampHenderson lias been awarded one ton Court" sterling silver. Minof the 100 "Starter Set" prizes im,', "Infanta" china, and Lefor her entry in the silver firm's nox's "Laurent" crystal.
1971 Silver Opinion Competition
Also announced were the winfrom nearly 21,000 university ners of the 10 major Scholarwomen who entered the eoflji
offered as grand prizes
this Spring. She will receive in the Heed 4 Barton Competiapproximately $75.00 in sterling. tion.
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Graduation: A Time Of Mixed Emotions
By LYNDA VAN HORN
"The Board o( Visitors, the
Faculty and Graduating Class of
Longwood Collir. announce the
COHMMMMH Exercises .. ,»*
begins this year's graduation anlHHinceinent.
As in every year the abouti raduate seniors are looking
forward to the occasion with
■lad l>'- liars. Most are anxiously aw;iitini' tin' day when
they no longer have |o attend
Ii I
and take tests. Some
.ire slightlv melancholy at leaving
the place where MI many friends
UN nude and fou; years were
llV.Mt.

Several seniors were asked
then feeliiir ii|«ni approaching
this s|iecul occasion.
"1 can't tielieve it," said one
girl. "I can't say I'll be sorry to
get away from .ill the work, tint
1 n|ii«isel will miss my friend;."
Another girl began, "I've beer
in school so lime, it' gota| ID
seem funny on tlie ottior side ofa
,W'sk for a dun
"Gradiution i~ fOtl| to be one
of the t).l|>pl>- -t time I in m\ lite.
The other will be the next week
when I get married," still another
senior said.

ope," said one girl. "I plan to
see tlie world before I settle
down to do anything. It should be
really exciting and educational."
A few girls said they just
planned on getting married and
in ing a family. They felt their
education would come in handy if
they ever needed it.
Some girls wlio liave not as
yet received teaching contracts
were making plans to work in
offices and department stores to
make their livings.
"I appli.-d at a lot of different
places," explained one girl without a teaching contract. "I've
i to do something to pay back
my teachers* loan, you know."

Advice To Underclassmen
Almost all of the girls interviewed were looking forward to
whatever was to come after graduation, and most were eager to
advice to tlie underclassmen who must remain.
< M» girl advised, "Try not to
get so discouraged. When thin:
get bad just remember there's
always tlie weekend to look forward to."
"Try to get to know your
prof, ii ," another senior
Post-Graduation Plans
I. "They can really help you
Plans after graduation in. hide especiaUy when it comes time to
teaching for most and marriage hand in recommendations."
tor many. Graduate Mfcool is
One girl warned, "Dont panic!
still a thud alternative chosen Hunt" will always improve even
by some. Several interviewed if it may not seem so at the
had quite different plans.
time. When you're piled up with
"I'm going to bum around Eur- tests and projects and whatever,

try doing one thing at a time and
not worry about the other."
"My only advice is to make
the best of it and good luck," a
happy-to-graduate senior said.
Most seniors agreed that the
four years or in some cases
three years, went by fast. Many
found it hard to realize that they
luil finally reached the culmination of their college careers. On
the other hand, many said that
being a freshman seemed a long
tune |g0,
"We've gone through a lot. In
many ways it's (the four years)
been too long and in many ways
too short. I'm glad 1 made it
and I wouldn't want to do it over,
but I have to admit I'll miss it,"
one girl said summing up the
feelings of a large number of the
senior class.
With Senior Assembly, Senior
Banquet, and Senior Sneak Day
approaching, there is still a lot
for the seniors to look forward
to.
Memorable College Experiences
Most agree that these last
days at Longwood are the most
memorable and the best. Several
seniors were asked to comment
on other memorable experiences
they have encountered at Longwood.
Said one senior, "One thing
that stands out in my mind is
the time we got up at six in the
morning to stand in the rain and
wait to register when we were
freshmen."

"Trying for the win at song
contest, meant a lot to me,"
another said.
"Getting a diamond this year
is by far the most memorable
thing that's happened to me,"
still another said.
Opinions On Longwood
Generally, the graduating seniors were more than willing to
talk of their years at Longwood
and to give advice. A few were
counting the days until graduation and gave some ideas on how
Longwood could be improved.
"I think Longwood should start
an unlimited cut policy. There
are some times when it's almost
impossible to go to class, but
you know you must. If a girl is
responsible enough to be in college, she's responsible enough
to know if she should go to class
or not," offered one disgruntled
senior.
Another senior complained
about the lack of spirit. "Spirit
has almost become a thing of the
past. The underclassmen just
don't seem as interested as we
were. I think something should
be done to build it up again."
One of her classmates had
quite an opposite view. "I hope
Longwood will soon do away with
all the singing and hand holding.
For a college, some awfully juvenile things go on around here.
I'm glad some of the students
are finally getting interested in
a side of education other than
the blue and white fun and
games."

Others had various suggestions
to offer. Among these were better student - faculty relations,
changing from the semester to
the quarter school year, getting
more and better performing artists, having better food, and getting more boys in classes.
Mixed Feelings
Soon four years of college Ufe
will come to an end. Graduation
for many will be happy, for many
sad, and to most mixed feelings
will be brought about by this
occasion.
To those who must remain in
the background awaiting the time
when they too will be at the end,
when they too will graduate, it is
a time of saying good-bye and
quiet anticipation for the future
years when graduation will be a
special occasion to them.
To the faculty and administration it is just another year when
one more class will leave Longwood only to be replaced by
another. Certainly some faculty
members will be bidding farewell to close friends and favorites, but they too will be replaced by other Longwood seniors.
On June 5, 1971, the graduating senior class will go
through commencement exercises. Parents, family, and
friends will be on hand to watch
as each girl is handed her diploma. Congratulations will be.
given and are In order to this
year's senior class - the class
of 1971.

Longwood VS. Sweet Briar
Lacrosse Game

Golf Team Takes

£g I
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Second; Madison
Scores Highest

By ANNE SANTORE
Most people believe in staying indoors if it is raining outThursday May 13
side, but the Longwood Golf Team
will try almost anything once.
Even though it was raining last
4 O'clock Barlow Field
Thursday, the team's opponents,
Madison and Sweet Briar, arrived on time. As the teams teed
off at 1:00, the sun started shining and it looked like clear weather ahead for the tournament after
all. Unfortunately, after half an
hour, the rain started again, and
Debbie Ellin and Charlotte Fu- so competed, but lost her first the golfers got soaked playing the
remaining holes. The tournament
gett, tennis doubles players for two matches.
ended
after nine holes because of
Longwood College, placed third
LC Hosts Golf
ttie weather.
in the state at the VITTW held
Like the previous tournament,
at Madison College this past
Tournament
this one was played with each
weekend.
Their first opponent was
The First Longwood College school competing against the othLynchburg College, whom they Girls' High School Golf Tourna- er schools in match play. The
beat 6-2 and 6-0. They were ment was held at the Longwood golfer in each match, who had won
defeated In their second match College Golf Course on Satur- the most holes, received one point
by Mary Baldwin College with day, May 8. Invitations were is- for the school. The final score
scores of 6-0 and 6-2.
sued to high schools throughout read: Madison 6 1/2 points, Longwood 5 1/2 points, and Sweet
Debbie and Charlotte were the state.
Based upon scores submitted Briar zero points. For Longthen placed in the consolation
round. Here they played Mary by the participants the field was wood's points, Cartie Keene deWashington College and Madison divided into three flights: Cham- feated her opponent from MadiCollege and defeated both. These pionship, First and Second. Win- son, Becky Bailey tied her opvictories placed them third doub- ners and Runners-Up of the three ponent, Louise Moss and Ann
les team in Virginia.
flights were: Championship-Re- Santore both lost their matches
First place went to Diane Par- becca Hawkins from Bristol and to Madison. All four golfers deker and Talbot Jordan of Mary Pamela Swim from Annandale; feated their opponents from Sweet
Baldwin College. Hollins Col- First Flight - Teena Rash from Briar. The other team members,
lege's players Miller and De- Richmond and Ann Baldwin from Lisa Dixon, Peggy Lynch, and
massy placed second.
Farmville; and Second Flight - Debbie Brooks, played nine holes
Brenda Blackwell, one of Donna Groseclose from Farm- for practice and experience.
The golf team would like to exLongwood's Mii'lr: players, al- ville and Donna Averill from
press
their thanks to Dr. O'Neil,
Blackstone.
Among the eighteen partici- Dr. Bowman, and Miss Oliver
Varsity Stands 4 - 2 pants were the following Farm- for their help during the tournaville girls: Ann Baldwin, Carol ment on Thursday and on Friwhen the high school golfers
Defeats Bridgewater Gates, Donna Groseclose and Lou day
arrived, since Dr. Smith was
Watson.
According to the Tournament called out of town at this time.
Falls To W and M
Then on Saturday, Longwood
Chairman, Dr. Barbara Smith,
hosted the First State InterschoLongwood
College
is
looking
forLongwood College's Varsity
lastic Golf Tournament. A total
Tennis Team now has a record of ward to hosting this event again of 16 high school golfers parin
the
future.
four wins and two losses as they
ticiapted in the tournament. Redefeated Bridgewater 5-0 and Laerosse Players
becca Hawkins won the tournalost to William and Mary 4-1
ment with an 85. Second place
in matches played recently. Both
went to Pam Swin who scored an
Attend Tournament 88.
contests were played away.
The tournament was a treIn singles competition against
Longwood College's Lacrosse mendous success, and the team
Bridgewater, all three of Long- Team attended the Virginia As- thanks Dr. Smith for the time
wood's girls were successfuL sociation Tournament at Sweet she spent organizing the tournaLynne Coleman won her matches Briar College this past weekend. ment and for taking an intc: !«t
6-1 and 6-4, Freda Lunsford Four members of the team were to promote high school golf.
This was the last home tourwas victorious over her oppon- honored for their performance.
ent 6-3 and 6-2, and Brenda
Junior Rene' Harrison was nament of the season, but for
Blackwell defeated her opponent chosen for the fourth team, and those who have never seen a golf
6-4 in both matches.
seniors Jane McCoffrey and match, there is still time. On
Debbie Ellin and Charlotte Sherry Williams, along with Ter- May 15, Longwood will host the
Fugett won their doubles matches ry Gadsby, sophomore, received First Virginia Intercollegiate
State Golf Tournament. Golfers
6-2 and 6-2, while Laurel Bald- honorable mentions.
from all over the state will comIn
college
team
competition,
win and Lynn Kevaithowski defeated Bridgewater's doubles Longwood first played Lynch- pete for the trophies. This tourburg College and was defeated nament promises to provide
players 6-2 and 6-4.
8-5. Longwood then defeated the spectators with excellent golf.
All three singles players from Virginia Club by a score of 7-3,
INTRAMURAL BADMINTON:
Longwood were defeated by Wil- but lost their next game to RoaThis year's intramural badliam and Mary. Lynne Coleman noke College, 7-1.
minton saw 46 participating;
lost 6-2, 4-6, and 6-1.
Coach Anne Huffman comment22 of those 46 were freshFreda Lunsford was defeated ed that "the team played well.
men. Girls paired up to play
6-2 and 6-3. Brenda Blackwell's I was real pleased and the tourdoubles within their class.
opponent topped her with scores nament was very worthwhile,"
Class winners were: Freshof 6-2 and 6-0.
she stated.
men - Dana Hutcherson and
Charlotte Fugett and Debbie
In a game played at Longwood
Lucy Sale; Sophomores-LouEllin gave Longwood her only last week, William and Mary
win as they defeated their doub- defeated Longwood's first team ise Moss and Mary L. Myers; Juniors — Joan Lawter
les opponents 6-1 and 7-5. Lynn by a score of 7-4. LC's second
and Suzanne Morgan; Seniors
Kevaitkowski and Laurel Bald- team came back to triumph over
- Helen Beainer and Nadra
win were defeated 2-6, 6-4, and William and Mary 6-5 in a very
Distal.
exciting game.
6-2.

Ellin and Fugett Place Third

Virginia Doubles Competition

Good Luck Tennis Teams

NEWMAN'S

J. V. And Varsity

MEN'S I WOMEN'S

VS
Madison College
May 14 — Harrisonburg

SPORTSWEAR
Across From Courthouse
111 Mom St.
Farmville, Va.

Students at the Campus School enjoy their recess period with
equipment provided for their use.

Orchesis Concert A Success
Variety Adds Extra Spark
Orchesis, under the direction
of Dr. Betty Bowman, presented
a dance concert recently in Jarman Auditorium which has been
termed "the best dance concert
in years!"
The theme of the concert was
"Dance Has Many Faces" and
to many people this is what added the extra spark to the performance. "There was such a
variety of dances and forms this
year," commented one enthusiastic viewer. "I never enjoyed
classical dance too much, but I
thoroughly enjoyed this concert,"
stated another observer.
The favorite number of the
performance was "Tubby the Tuba," performed by the Junior
Physical Education majors. A
children's record, featuring a
story of a tuba and his orchesis
friends, was cleverly depicted
through dance formations. This
group has already received requests to perform their number
for a nursery school group.

Other favorites were the independent studies done by Suzanne Morgan and Pan Patterson.
Suzanne's dance "The Ritual I l§>
ure" was very intcrestini in that
she danced with sticks taped to
all four appendages, Slie showed
skill in her performance, and
much imagination in her choreographic work.
Pain's daiicc, "The Strut '•,"
was performed by fivo danci I .
The theme was cleverly shown
through Carolyn Latham's dramatic performance to break away
from "the group," made up of

Debbie liorrl , Debbtfl Httshaw,
Beth Hail, .mil Pam Patter ion,
"The Folk Dance" presented
by the Freshmen Physical l-.ducation majors, gained much applause. These girls showed ex
cellently timed movements and

much endurance as the) perform*
ed all phases of ttu- Irish l.ilt.
The entire group of dancers
is to be commended for their
superb performance and hard
work.

QUALIFIED SECRETARIES ARE THE "IN" PEOPLE

Young Ladies
If.. terminating college
.. planning marriage
.. contemplating a new career

Consider
A sii-month
ACCELERATED SECRETARIAL PROGRAM
Beginnina July 8, 1971
Smithdeal-Massey Business College
300 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia
Phone COLLECT for information
(703( 643-5384
STUDENT LOANS AVAILABLE
FREE JOB PLACEMENT
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Judicial Review Committee Meets
With Board To Discuss Proposals
Last night judicial board met and discuss them briefly. Acwith the judicial review commit- cording to Cy, both Verona and
tee to discuss eighteen proposals Joan seemed receptive to most of
for revising Longwood's judicial the committee's proposals. Aftprocedure. Also discussed was erwards, Cy gave Joan a copy
the possibility of an open forum of them asking her to give copies
in which the proposals would be to all judicial board members.
presented to the entire student Joan typed ttie proposals soon
body with comments and opinions after receiving them, but they
from both judicial board and the were not run off and given to
the board members until last
committee.
The review committee, headed Monday.
In reference to the idea of an
by Cy Young, has approximately
fifteen members. Shortly after open forum, Cy contends that it
the last open forum for judicial is a must in order that the stuboard was held, they drew up the dents be given the opporeighteen proposals which will tunity to hear and evaluate the
cover both social and honor code pros and cons of all of the prooffenses. A few weeks ago Cy posals before they come up for
and Joan Putney, judicial board student vote. She adds that the
chairman, agreed to meet "in proposals will not be voted on
the next couple of weeks' to dis- as a block, but individually.
cuss the proposals. No definite Therefore the forum will have to
date for this meeting was set by present individual discussions of
either girl until last Sunday night each proposal.
Even after an open forum, the
when a ROTUNDA reporter asked
the date. A call was placed then, proposals must be passed by the
and last night's date was set. judicial, residence and legislaTwo weeks ago Cy met with tive boards before they can beJoan and Verona Leake to give come effective. Or they must be
them a copy of the proposals approved by one-fourth of the stu-

"College Profiles " To Aid In
Job Placement For Graduates
uates,*' Any interested senior
who has not yet found a position
Unemployment has been i needs only to obtain an applicathreat to the uneducated, unskill- tion form from Mrs. Frances
ed, HI semi-skilled worker for a D. Brooks, Director of PlacelOOC Ume, lj"t recently it lias be- ment, in the Placement Office in
come | tlireat to members of Ruffner, and her name, degree
virtually every socio-economic earned, area of specialization,
I.I is, "Forty-two per cent of the
type of work preferred, and ad• m T al Longwood have eltber dres Will be entered into the
ireil Jobs <>r have been ac- "Profiles."
cepted I I] ruinate school." This
"Each edition is mailed to chief
oiewhal ml ileadlo , i it not executive officers and jiersonnel
only Inc lmli
tlm .' iIOJ
ilnei tm and i used by our repscheduled to graduate lo June resentatives in personal contacts
but also those who graduated lo with employers," wrote Assistant
\u ii i, November, and January, Comi'.n iloner Albert L. Moore
thl i i .i relatively in his recent correspondence with
Ugh percentage In comparl on Mrs. Brook .
Mill other collegei In Virginia,
Mrs. Brooks eocouragi
11
man) students find it disquieting, those seniors who have not seI alleviate this problem the cured jobs, whether they are in
Virginia Employment Commls- the teaching program or not, to
.uni ha i.'w I'.I ihi "i nil. i
take .u:
I tills opporProfiles" Which is "a state- tunity. "The State of Virginia is
wide effort aimed at obtaining making every effort to assist colthe WldMt possible exposure to lege graduates to secure posiprospective employers to grad- tions/1 she said.

Board
Notes

dent body through petitions and
Legislative
then voted on and passed by twothirds of the voting students.
Board
Since next week begins the seven
day period, Frankie Brown,
chairman of the legislative board, 1. The administration approved
Legislative Board's recomhas commented that her board
mendation to change Section
will have to vote on whether or
I. A. #1 of the revised alcohol
not to meet during that time to
rules to permit alcohol to be
discuss the committee's prostored in the kitchens on the
posals. Frankie added that even
halls.
if her board did meet, the proposals would have to be given
careful consideration, and they 2. It was suggested that this be
could not simply be rushed
done on a trial basis so that if
through. She further explained
stealing in the kitchens on the
that her board could put this
halls becomes a problem as a
under legislative business to be
result of this rule, the rule
taken care of the beginning of
can be changed.
next year.
When told of Frankie's re- 3. The Student Union will begin
actions to these last minute efrenting refrigerators to stuforts, Cy commented that in a redents during the Summer
School session.
cent conference with Dr. Blackwell, the review committee had
been cautioned against trying to 4. The Board voted to accept
run the proposals through too
Cookie Howell as chairman of
quickly without adequate time for
the Publications Board.
careful thought and consideration by the committee, the boards,
Classified Ads
and the student body.

Federal Funds To
Black Colleges Not
Even With Whites

Correction: The picture of the
Family in the March 24th issue
of the Rotunda was taken by Gil
Davenport.

New Science
Chapter Formed
A chapter of Sigma Xi, the national Scientific Society for pure
and applied scientific research,
was established between Longwood and Hampden-Sydney Colleges on Wednesday, April 28.
Sigma Xi was founded in 1886
at Cornell University "to do for
science what Phi Beta Kappa was
doing for the liberal arts," according to the AMERICAN SCIENTIST, the magazine of the organization. It is primarily involved with pure and applied
Scientific Research in all fields
of the Sciences, and it strives to
encourage "individual investigation." Election to membership
is based on' noteworthy achievement on research premise." The
organization has over 110,000
members in colleges and universities throughout the United
States.
There were 16 members of the
Longwood and Hampden-Sydney science faculty present in addition to the presidents of both
colleges, Dr. Willett and Dr.
Reveley.
The installation and banquet
were held in the William Henry
Harrison Room, of Winston Hall,
at Hampden-Sydney. The ceremony was conducted by Dr. Raymond J. Seegar, director of the
committee of national lectureship of Sigma Xi.
Dr. Seegar gave a lecture following the banquet entitled "The
Humanism of Science."

By SHEILAII MARTIN

Black public colleges in several Southern states are finding
it almost impossible to expand or
to integrate their schools as
federal funds are poured into
competing predominantly white
institutions.
Although a federal judge ordered Southern educators three
years ago to "dismantle the dual
system of higher education," an
official in the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
says "present federal policy is
helping perpetuate the dual system."
The "dual system" of Universities for whites and State Colleges foi blacks has been integrated somewhat in past years,
but the dual nature of funding
and building programs has gotten
worse.
An Associate Press study conducted recently, for instance,
found that newer, mostly white
schools in such cities as Nashville, Tenn., and Montgomery
and Huntsville, Ala., are growing
larger in direct competition with
long-established publicly-supported black schools in the same
cities. The study found that of
$72.3 million of federal land
i.nit tun I ;',iven to Alabama,
Louisiana, Florida, and Tennessee last year, $71.8 million went
to four predominantly white
schools and less than a half
million to an equal number of
black institutions.
The while schools have a 6to-1 enrollment lead, but in federal land grant funds it was more
than 140-tu-l.

Sunton Lotion
and School Supplies
Buy Them At

f RITE'S
Senior Assembly tonight in Jarman at 7:30 Featuring "What
YMI Always Wanted To Know About Longwood Rut Were Afraid
To Ask," by t: ■ Sensuous Senior.

Mr. Hesselink practices for his next three appearances Airing the month of May.

Mr. Hesselink Gives Four
Organ Recitals This Month
Mr. Paul S. Hesselink, Assistant Professor of Music, will
make four recital appearances
during the month of May.
Mr. Hesselink presented an organ recital at Bruton Parish
Church in Williamsburg, on May
4.
The second appearance will
consist of two short recitals to
be given May 13 and 14 in Dimnent Memorial Chapel at Hope
College, Holland, Michigan. Mr.
IIesselink's performances at
Hope College, his undergraduate
alma mater, will be played on a
new $40,000 organ built in the
Netherlands and given to the college by an anonymous donor.Mr.

Gifts For
All Occastions

Hesselink is one of eight alumni
asked to return to assist in the
inauguration of the new instrument.
A public Faculty Recital will
be presented by Mr. Hesselink in
the Recital Hall of Wygal Music
Building on Sunday, May 23, at
8 p.m.
The fourth recital performance
will be given June 1 at St. Andrew United Presbyterian Church
in Boulder, Colorado. This recital will be given in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the degree, Doctor of Musical
Arts, for which Mr. Hesselink
is a candidate at the University
of Colorado.

Rochette 's
j& Florist

Stop By And Bronte
Awhile At

MNSCOTT'S

Rochie W. Allen
Manager
"Flowers For All
Occasion'
Phone 392-4154
Farmvillc, Va. 23901

Colleges In
The News
Students Protest
BRIDGEWATER - Bridgewater
College has been the site of student protests and demonstrations
over social regulations since
April 20. The protests began when
five students were suspended for
violating college drinking rules,
but grew to include dormitory
regulations and other grievances.
The students at Bridgewater feel
tluit tliu administrators have not
been responsive to the needs of
the students to make choices on
their own. Several meetings between members of the administration and the student body were
held, but failed to yield solutions. A questionnaire to poll student opinion on various issues
was prepared and submitted to
the students. A special committee
composed of students and faculty
has been set up to review the
poll and student suggestions in
order to make recommendations
to the Board of Trustees.
Investigation Committee
WILLIAMS BURG - President
Davis Y. Paschall of the College
of William and Mary has invited
members of the faculty, student
body and administration to become members of a special committee being formed to review the
Flat Hat, the school newspaper.
The object of this committee is
to study the paper and make
recommendations on the status it
should have. Since the recent
controversy over the use of "obscenities," two alternatives have
arisen, either there should be
administrative supervision of the
publications by the college or the
Flat Hat should have independent
status.
Administrator
Challenged
CHARLCTTESVILLE - The
Student Council at the University of Virginia has approved a
statement asking President Edgar F. Shannon to reevaluate the
Office of Student Affairs and the
performance of D. Alan Williams
as Vice-President of that department, instead of calling for Williams' resignation. The Student
Council feels that Mr. Williams
has been hostile to student ideas,
lias not acted in good faith in his
relations with the students and
has become a major obstacle in
improving Council-Administration relations. Besides this resolution, the Council also decided
that further correspondence with
the Administration would be sent
directly to President Shannon's
office.
Constitutional Upheaval
RICHMOND - The House of
Representatives at Virginia
Commonwealth University has
taken steps in reviewing a new
constitution for the Student Government Association which would
abolish the Senate. Although the
approval of the Senate would normally be required for a constitutional change, under the provisions of the present constitution, the House has found a method to bypass Senate approval and
does not plan to seek Senate consideration of the matter. The proposals have been made through
the rules committee, which has
the responsibility for revising the
constitution and is responsible
only to the House. The new constitution calls for a unicameral
legislature; a president chosen
by the students, with only veto
powers; no vice-president; and a
secretary - treasurer appointed
by the legislature.

Faculty Schedule Follies For
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Next Fall Because Of Apathy
By VALERIE BLANKS
The Faculty Follies, a presentation of the Longwood faculty,
has been postponed until next fall
because of too little participation. This year's presentation
was planned for May 7.
Mr. Earl Rubley, of the Social
Science Department and a coproducer of Faculty Follies, said
tliat about four professors dropped out because of other necessary activities.
"Fourteen wasnt a large representation from the faculty to
begin with, and with only 10 we
decided we couldn't put it
on.
"May is a bad time because
everyone is so busy," said Mr.

Rubley. "Mother's Day weekend
is especiaUy bad because so
many students go home. We hope
to arrange a date in October, in
the middle of the week, when more
faculty can participate and students can attend.
"We haven't given up on the
project. We're too enthused about
it to give it up, in fact, we'U
probably use the same idea this
fall," Mr. Rubley added. He described their idea for the presentation as "different" and "unusual."
The purpose of Faculty Follies is to raise funds for Geist.
Last year they had to turn
people away at the presentation.
One student said, "It was a
scream! I wouldn't miss it."

Sale Of Birth Control Book
Approved By Administration
The Hampden-Sydney Outsiders Club has finally secured
permission to sell its book,
ELEPHANTS AND BUTTERFLIES . . . AND CONTRACEPTIVES with its supplement on
the Longwood College campus.
The Longwood administration
had previously put a ban on the
book forbidding its sale. In a
meeting Friday with Dean Heintz,
Charles Llewellyn, a HampdenSydney student and member of
the Outsiders Club, was told
that the legal clearance had been
obtained from tlte Attorney General's office for the distribution
of the FarmviUe supplement to
the booklet.
Problems arose concerning tlte
legality of the supplement and
the booklet because of specific
abortion counseling references
in them. Mr. John W. Crews
of the Attorney General's office
stated, however, that the books
could be "lawfully distributed at
Longwood College," thus giving
the college administration the
assurance it needed.
However, other problems appeared when it was revealed
that due to a contract with the
Longwood College Bookstore,
copies could only be distributed
through the bookstore.
In a conference with Mr. Harper, manager of the bookstore,
it was learned that the bookstore would carry the books only
on consignment, with the standard 25-35? mark-up. The Out-

siders Club had purchased the
books at 50? each and had spent
considerable time and money in
preparing the supplement. It is
necessary for the club to sell
the books at the list price of
75? just to break even. Although
the club is not trying to make a
profit on the books, it would be
impossible to take a loss because
the club is in debt, explained
Llewellyn.
Harper said that he could not
grant the club permission to sell
the books on campus and noted
that he was in business for profit,
not public service.
Mr. Harry Lancaster, manager of the Book Nook which is
across the street from Jarman
Auditorium and, thus, "off campus," came to the club's rescue
by agreeing to sell the books
and the supplement at cost (75?),
as a public service and for the
advertising. Consequently, the
book is now available to Longwood students at the Book Nook.
ELEPHANTS AND BUTTERFLIES is being distributed by
the Outsiders Club "not to promote promiscuity, but to increase
individual social responsibility."
The book is concerned with
contraception, abortion, venereal
disease, pregnancy testing and
related information. The supplement lists specific services
available to Longwood and Hampden-Sydney students. The book
and supplement are designed to
help on a personal hi

Legion Scholarship Awarded
Miss Pamela Jane Jenkins, of
Buena Vista, a freshman at Longwood College, has received word
from the Scholarship Committee
of the American Legion that she
has again this year beenawarded
the Legions Scholarship amounting to $500.00 for the school
year, 1971-72.
Miss Jenkins, a 1970 graduate
of Parry McCluer High School,
received this same award last
year. It is based on her "outstanding academ ic record and superb character." In competition
with students throughout Virginia, Miss Jenkins is the only student ever to have received this
award for two years.
Miss Jenkins is the daughter of
Mrs. Sam Jenkins and the late
Mr. Jenkins, of 2406 Birch Avenue, Buena Vista.

PAMELA JANE JENKINS

Beautiful
Fabrics
For All Occauiont
At
SCHEMBER'S

MARY TABB JOHNSTON
Head Of Residence Board

Judicial Planning
To Split Duties
With Residence Board
By STEPHANIE SIVERT
Plans are being made for a revision of the duties of both Judicial and Residence Board. In
an attempt at judicial reform, a
proposal has been recommended
hy Judical Board and agreed upon
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by Residence Board that Residence Board accept the responsibility of handling all cases involving social violations except
narcotics.
As it stands now, the responsibility of enforcing social regulations has been divided between
Residence Board and Judicial
Board. It is felt that since there
are areas in which the duties of
the two boards overlap, it would
be simpler and more effective if
all honor cases such as stealing, lying, and cheating plus the
handling of narcotics were under
the jurisdiction of Judicial Board,
while all cases concerning social
rules were under Residence
Board.
It has been Suggested that a new
trial board be set up within Residence Board to preside over the
trials. One suggested trial board
would be composed of one nonvoting member of Judicial Board,
the officers Ol Residence Board,
two advisors, andoiuineinlier-at
large elected from the student
body. In cases where suspension
might be recommended, the cases
would be returned to Judicial
Board.
KB this proposal involves a
constitutional change, it will tie
necessary for the student body to
vote on it this fall.

Students In Every Class
Honored In Awards Assembly
The annual Honors Assembly
was held Monday night in Jarman
Auditorium. Awards and scholarships were presented by several
organizations to students for
their scholastic and leadership
endeavors.
Scholarships were presented
by various organizations to students as an honor in recognition
of their scholastic achievement.
Those receiving scholarships included: Alice Curry Wyne Scholarship-Arlene Greene; Dabney
Lancaster Scholarship-Barbara
Lee Cridlin; Elizabeth B. Jackson Scholarship-Margaret Blair,
Emily Barksdale ScholarshipLynn Giles; FredO. Wygal Scholarship-Vicky Webster; Helen
Draper Scholarship-Nancy Stout;
Worthy Crafts Johnson Scholarslup-Barbara Lewis; John P.
Wynne Scholar hip-Arlene
Greene; Kappa Delta Pi Scholarship -Ellen Dunn, Mary Clay
Miner Scholarship-Suzanne i
Carter and the PI(»meg> PI Book
Scholarship-Arlene Greene.
Tie R. c. Siinoiiiiii.Jr. Memorial Scholarshipwa: pri 'nt.-dby
the Virginia Association of
Teachers ol English to Kva Kay
tablished in honor ol the past chairman of the department and given
to HI English majoi cho en by the
department, in return, the recipient agrees to do part-tune secretarial vork at the Association's
Longwood office.
Alpha Lambda Delta and the
Honors Council both presented
certificates to student:, in recognition of their scholastic abilit>.
Alpha Lambda Delta presented
certificate
enioi mem-

bers: Sharon Kay Broadfoot,
Brenda Kay Hamner, Glenda
Lewis, Joanne May, Cheryl Jean
White, Connie Williams and Jeanean Woolfolk, Miss Woolfolk also received a book award for
having the highest cumulative
grade average in the group. The
Honors Council presented their
certificates for Spring 1970 to
Charlotte Bennett, Connie Williams, Ada Amy Avery and Arlene Greene. Certificates for Fall
1970 went to Susan Barnes, Doris
Jean Black, Brenda Hamner,
Rosemary Ann Lowman, Jennifer
Ann Brown, Karen Lynn Haldein in, Margaret Ruth Pulley, Cynthia Togger, Nancy Goodman,
Barbara Lewis, Lucy Gresham,
and Lottie Is ter Lawrence.
Among the award) pra i ted
were included: the Beth KlanlCl
Award-Janice Foster andChrI tine Sharpe; Edith Stevens Award

-Donna Gibson, Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award-Karen
Mi i eod; 'due | rjer awardNancy Fowlkes; Sigma Alpha lota
Music award-Jennie Richard ion;
and the Scholarly Book Awaid -

Mary Fraai I I" ram and Halite
Virginia Robertson. Panhellenli
' ouncil pi e anted a mrd to /eta
I an Alpha, [> It.i Zetl and Alpha

a Upha.
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Visitation Policy

t/

Approved Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)
can't envision many."
He said that the Board expressed confidence in the student body
in approving th»' proposal. It was
impressed with the proper way in
which the students went about securinK the change.
Kathy Barclay, along with
Casey Wilkes, Frankie Brown,
Mary TaW> Johnston, and Joan
Putney, was present at part of the
meeting to answer any questions
the Board might have. She explained to the Board members
that this was a change the students wanted.
"The Board was extremely cooperative," she said.
Two students were given
awards by the Board. Sophomores
Dragon Chandler and Debbie
Hyatt were recognized for their
distinguished service to the Collet
Dragon served as this year's
May Day chairman. She is also an
• assistant in the Admission's Office.

Debbie is a former Miss Longwood. She served on the steering
committee for the state legislature.
In other segments of college
life, the Board looked into policies concerning visitation, narcotics, and a code of ethics for
all campus publications.
Narcotics And Code Of
Ethics
The Board reaffirmed its
strong opposition to narcotics on
campus. It also commended the
office of the Dean of Students for
the programs on drug education
which it has sponsored.
The Board endorsed the development of a code of ethics for
campus publications. It will review the code before its next
meeting in August.
Finally, the Board of Visitors
wished to publicly commend the
student body and the student leaders for the proper manner in
which they have sought changes
in campus regulations.

Concerning visitation, the
Board formally endorsed Senate
Joint Resolution No. 24, which
states "... the General Assembly
hereby advises the presidents and
governing boards of all statesupported institutions of higher
learning that any policy which
permits the visitation of students
of the opposite sex in college
dormitory bedrooms without
proper regulation, control and
supervision, and without the prior
consent of the parents of any student under 21 years of age, is
contrary to the public policy of
the Commonwealth, inimical to
the standards of morality, public
decency and decorum which are
indispensable for a stable, wellordered society . . ."
When asked if there was any
chance of Longwood extending
its visitation, Dr. Willet said,
"I don't envision any change any
time soon as long as this policy
still stands."
Any attempt by Longwood to
change its visitation policy might
be in violation of this code, Dr.
Willett explained.

Protests Disrupt
Bridgewater Campus
Over Regulations
By LYNNE PIERCE
Student demonstrations and
protests against the social restrictions placed on them have
disrupted the campus of Bridgewater College for the last two
weeks. The disruptions began
when five students were suspended for violating the drinking
regulations.
Bridgewater College currently
has a policy of no alcohol being
allowed on campus. The college
has been lax in enforcing this rule
and many students felt that the
sudden suspensions were unfair
and aimed at making examples of
the students.
The protests began as mass
meetings in support of the suspended students, however, as
more students joined the group,
other grievances were brought
up. Questions were raised dealing
with the social regulations on the
campus, including the curfew
hours and dormitory visitation
privileges.
Longwood College has made

policy changes recently which
deal with the same demands from
its students that Bridgewater
College students are making of
their school. Dormitory visitation hours have been established
so that male visitors may go into
the girl's rooms. Recently, curfew during the week was extended to 12:00.
A significant change in Longwood policy which Bridgewater
College students would like to
see at their school, was made
when the Board of Visitors agreed
to alcohol in the dorms. This new
policy will go into effect in the
fall.
WANTED!
VOLUNTEERS
To Help Needy Families

Clean Up And Fix
Their Homes
SATURDAY MAY 8
Leave From Lankford
9 A. M.

Alcohol On
Review
At
Longwood

'Hair': A Different Impression

By DARCH MuKKlSON
The touring cui Hi tlif Broadway muilctl production "Hair'
succeeded in delighting a huge
audience at the Mosque in liichmond.
The stage durmgthe whole play
is void of flats and drops. The orchestra is to stage left, practically in the vtng, The stage does
have as props what appears to be
scaffolding. OB the floor is
painted slogans and graffito.
Simplicity is sometimes the
best, and so it is with the story
in "Han." The plot ui centered
around a voung man UMd Claude
who lives in a commune and has
When Thot
Special Event
Arrives,
Soy It With
Flowers!

l».n dralted. The commune has
a cast of characters that are totally far out but very convincing.
It has gay people, black people,
freak people, but all free people,
a circus of today's generation
caught mi stage by an audience.
The first act of the play is
rather long. Since the play is
written with few words, and very
meaningful songs with chanting
and dancing, the story is but a
guideline to the overall impression of profound idealism and total emancipation that "Hair"
gives. At the end of the first
act in the last song comes the
nude scene. The citizens for decency should realize that everyone has a body (a basic fact of
life) and that war and discrimination are more obscene and immoral than the brief moment of
human exposure on the stage.
As for the "obscene" words,
one should know that four lettered words in "Hair' are totally acceptable because they are
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tant. In it Claude decides to
submit to the Army and suddenly
he is no longer a part of his
friends. The reaction to his submission is chilling. His friends
know his fate - Claude becomes
just another casualty in a war
that shouldn't exist.

Drug Abuse Information

Formville, Vo.

Shopping Center

CARTER'S
FLOWER
SHOP

used for emphasis. Despite Victorian claims of offending people, perversion and obscenity,
the audience received Act I of
"Hair" with an open mind and
heart.
The second act of "Hair" is
inuih shorter but just as impor-

"Hair" is lighted dynamite on
social problems of today. Every
relationship (such as gay, blackwhite, etc.) is accepted. Love
and lovemaking are freely permitted. In effect the characters
symbolically portray total individual freedom.
In the final analysis "Hair"
is a very good portrayal of the
fear, beliefs and idealism of
young America. "Hair" should
not only be seen but remembered.
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